


Seriously.  WTF!?



What Are Your 
Biggest Issues?
Tell us in the chat.



COVID-19 Changed Everything.

Resulting in 3 pressing issues:

1. Supply Chain & Inflation Struggles

2. The Great Shake-up of Employees

3. How to Protect Clients & Revenue





MindFire in a Nutshell …
OptiChannel software and services that help printers create 
marketing solutions that leverage and drive print plus digital 
to protect & grow revenue.



OptiChannel is finding your (or your Client’s) market ...

In the places they “hang out” …

So you can reverse engineer where their attention is right now.

Then, use contextualized content to engage them …

And orchestrate meaningful interactions and conversations across the small 
handful of channels that matter.

Then, doing this at scale, applying what you learn and repeating the process.



Supply Chain & Inflation 
Struggles
Challenge #1



30% CRYING! 



Supply Chain & Inflation
Struggles
Challenge #1



Supply Chain & Inflation Struggles
1. Clients today seem to be accepting the higher print prices but long term the prices and shortages will make them 

think about other ways to reach their clients. Are most printers ready for this conversation?

2. I had a PSP tell me their clients keep changing their mind on what to market. Hard to print this way. What can 
printers do if they are seeing this ? (focus on driving mail with brand and driving to digital to market what is 
available that day)

3. Every PSP is facing these challenges today. How can you differentiate? (clients are splitting their print orders 
across printers right now, helping them rethink how they are reaching clients is a key differentiator).  

4. The largest print clients are the most at risk right now. Large print orders are the toughest. How do you keep them 
happy and maintain margin?  Is there an option to get into some of those clients that PSPs haven’t been able to 
gain access to before?

 

5. Offering digital as a choice is difficult, many PSPs tried years ago and failed.Why would they try again.  (Dave you 
could jump in here on this one talk about partnerships, sales training, etc.)    



Supply Chain Solutions
1. With all challenges presented, to sustain that relationship and long term growth, you need to bring value 

to your clients to maintain stickiness

a. Pretending they’re going to ride it out without looking for other solutions isn’t going to happen, you 
want to be a part of the problem solving process

2. Think in terms of the client, while this is impacting your business, how is it impacting there’s? 

a. What were they using the print you were providing them for and can you provide another method of 
communication to accomplish the same goal?

b. If they’re out of stock on the items they usually provide their clients, that does not mean they should 
stop marketing it. They need to create demand. This means building up brand, communicating with 
their clients, keeping people informed.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1Uu86C78q0


The Great Shake-up of 
Employees
Challenge #2



The Great Shake-up of Employees
1. Our clients lost their marketing person and they need print today.

 
2. Our client brought in someone new and they will do it digitally.

3. We lost our main contact at the company and we don’t know who to call.

Risks - losing that business. Opportunity to build a deeper relationship, 
come to the marketing table, offer broader value add and gain margin.  
BUT they don’t have to do this alone, they can partner with us but also 
we can connect them with folks that can help them.  



Employee Change Solutions
1. This means a decrease in hands to get things done and perhaps loss of key employees who knew 

what and how to do things. What do you do?

a. You may need to pivot from providing product to expanding into services. Be open to identifying 
what gaps your clients have and responding with solutions even if they slightly vary from what 
you “normally” provide.

2. Staying in front of your clients team/organization extends beyond your key contact. 

a. You need to be marketing to any and all people who are in the department that you serve.

b. Places such as Social Media (LinkedIn) enable you to scale your efforts.



How to Protect Clients & 
Revenue
Challenge #3



How to Protect Clients & Revenue
1. Covid has changed everything. Printers are seeing new clients and not seeing previous 

clients. Mostly due to the changing environment. What should we be talking to our 
customers about these days?  (loyalty)

2. People are working from home now - how do those clients that previously mailed to a 
business location, reach their clients again? They don’t have home addresses. (B2B 
challenge no address)

3. Some customers are trying to figure out digital right now, due to costs of print, and just 
the complexity of the market. They are either beginning to think about it and not seeing 
success, or they are doing it but finding managing all the different channels is difficult. 
What can you say to them to keep their print and actually improve your relationship with 
them (sticky customers leads to Mike’s video) 



Would You 
Like to Learn 

More?



HOW WE CAN HELP:

We’ve set aside time in the 
next week to speak with 

you, and discuss how you 
can protect & grow 

revenue.



Spaces are very limited
.

SIGN UP NOW AT:
www.MindFireMarketing.Com/Yes



WHO IS THIS FOR:

[1] Printers, Agencies, Marketing Services 
Companies

[2] Owners, leaders, sales, marketing, production

[3] Who realize they need to serve Clients more 
effectively, and need to grow revenue & margins



What You’ll Get:

On the session, we’ll help you get:

● Clarity about EXACTLY what your goals are; 
and 

● The SPECIFIC steps you can take to market, 
sell, and service/support your Clients with 
OptiChannel



Spaces are very limited
.

SIGN UP NOW AT:
www.MindFireMarketing.Com/Yes



Spaces are very limited

SIGN UP NOW 
AT:

www.MindFireMarketing.Com/Yes



If You Don’t Think You’re a Fit Yet … 
We’re using other tools …

We’ve tried before and failed ..

We’re not technical …

We’re not a marketers …

We’re too small …

We’re too big …

That’s ok.  Really!



Spaces are very limited
.

SIGN UP NOW AT:
www.MindFireMarketing.Com/Yes



Spaces are very limited

SIGN UP NOW 
AT:

MindFireMarketing.Com/Yes



If you have any questions about 
whether this is right for you, please 

type in the chat.

→ www.MindFireMarketing.com/Yes ←





THANK YOU!

David Rosendahl
President @ MindFire


